
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 
 

 



 

UPPER KANGAROO RIVER SCHOOL 

CENTENARY and REUNION PROGRAMME 

SATURDAY 9th APRIL, 1988 

11.00a.m. MEET AT THE COMMUNITY HALL 

12.00 BASKET LUNCH AND TEA COFFEE PROVIDED 

1.30p.m. ASSEMBLE AT SCHOOL 

1.35p.m. CEREMONY BEGINS 

M.C. JOHN O’LOUGHLIN (Past Teacher) 

a.) Welcome to school by owners 

b.) ADDRESS: Ald Max Atkins Mayor 

Shoalhaven Council 

c.) ADDRESS: Dr Les Gordon - 

past Regional Director, Dept of Ed. 

d.) PAST TEACHERS INVITED TO SPEAK 

e.) Cutting of centenary cake 

by oldest ex-pupil 

 

CEREMONY CONCLUDED 

5.00p.m. BAR-B-QUE TEA AVAILABLE AT HALL 

This will be followed by musical items 

(ex-pupils and volunteers) 

Slides will be shown. 

A display of old photos is on show. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 
 

FOREWORD 

 

In Australia's Bi-Centenary Year, it is fitting that we are able to come together 

to celebrate the Centenary of the Upper Kangaroo River School. 

The Bi-Centenary celebrations focus on our country's past and today we are 

doing the same thing in our own local area. 

Past history shows that our forebears were hard, resilient and determined 

people. The written history supplied by the Department of Education bears witness 

to this. Overcoming all the problems to get the school established was no mean feat. 

Re-establishing the school after its closure (1931- 1940) would, no doubt, have also 

been a formidable task. 

I was taught at school that we should learn about the past so that we can in 

understand the present and prepare for the future. The Upper River history reinforces 

what I was taught. 

According to the records, twenty seven were appointed to the school. We 

should also remember the subsidised teachers. I wonder what the thoughts of those 

teachers were on their appointment to the school. Personally my thoughts are of a 

twenty year old teacher (straight from College) meeting with people who were both 

friendly and helpful. I remember, with thanks. the manner in which I was accepted 

into the community. I hope the other teachers felt the same. 

What of the past pupils? Wherever they are, how I hope they remember their 

years at Upper River School with pride and happiness. I am certain they have all 

upheld the fine traditions of their school. 

 

John O'Loughlin 

Teacher, 1950-1954 

 

  



UPPER KANGAROO RIVER SCHOOL 

A Brief History 

 

The first request for a school was made on 4
th

 March, 1881 when Mr, John 

Graham requested. 

“on behalf of the residents on the reserve at the upper end of Kangaroo River 

…. that a provision school be mad established at that place in accordance with the 

22nd section of the Public Instruction Act of 1880”. 

The request was denied for various reasons, one of which stated, “The people 

are not willing to supply the necessary buildings required by the regulations”. A 

similar application was made in July 1885. This too, was declined. 

Formal applications were made for the establishment of a public school in 

December 1887 and 1888. Mr. Inspector Pitt supplied a report and his 

recommendations were as follows: “ 

a) That the application for the establishment of a public school be declined in view 

of the number of school age children being insufficient to warrant that step: that 

aid be granted to a provisional school in the event of a suitable building and the 

necessary furniture and out offices being provided. 

b) That the proposed new school be called Hillcrest Provisional School. 

c) That the promoters, through their correspondent, Mr. Jules Schrieber, be 

informed accordingly that aid to the extent of £45.0.0 ($90.00) be granted them”. 

  

 
Upper River picnic day 



The Promoters of the school were Messrs. James A King, Thomas Carrick, 

Joseph Ogilvie, Jules Schrieber, Stephen Cooper, John Graham and Edward Parrish. 

The application was granted on 12th March, 1888. 

A contract was granted to Messrs. Collins and Schrieber on 26th April, 1888 to 

build a slab building 20ft by 16ft and to supply it with four 7'6'' long desks. The 

Department had decided that the school was to have provisional status. 

The enrolment was 24, comprising eleven boys and thirteen girls. The first 

teacher was Miss Kerzia Hall and when the school received its first inspection on 

2nd May, 1889 her inspection report read as follows: 

“1) ability to organize a school: fair 

  2) disciplinary powers: fair 

  3) ability to teach: tolerable 

  4) practical skill and usefulness: tolerable” 

Miss Hall had maintained an average attendance exceeding 22 so Mr. Inspector 

Pitt recommended that the school be converted to a Public School from 1st April. 

1889. 

Enrolments decreased in 1890 and on 9th August. 1892 Hillcrest became a 

provisional school once more. 

Following this time, enrolments began to rise and the average attendance crept 

up to thirty. Towards the end of the century the parents, led by Mrs. Annie Graham, 

began to agitate for larger, better ventilated premises and also for a teacher's 

residence (the teacher. Mr. Cummings, boarded at the local butter factory). 

A petition was submitted to the Department and the District Inspector was 

instructed to investigate the petition. Section of this report stated: - 

“Memorandum to Chief Inspector. 

Hillcrest P. Residents' request for new school building. 

The dimensions of the existing building are 20' x 16' x 11' thus affording floor 

space for 40 and air space for 35 pupils. The building is in good repair. The present 

enrolment is 34 and the ordinary attendance 27. Last quarter’s average was 24.8. 

The desks are badly arranged and give to the room the appearance of being 

overcrowded. I have showed the teacher how to arrange them so as to make the most 

of the available space. When this is done the room will not be over-crowded. 

''That it is very hot and foul in the summer I can readily understand, but this is 

mainly due to the fact that an error was made in erecting the room with the windows 

and children's back to the west and such error was more recently, intensified by 

putting a covered-in verandah on southern instead of on northern wall. I am 

endeavouring to see if it is practicable to transfer such verandah to the northern wall 

and to put a window in southern wall.” 

  



The residents remained unsatisfied. In November, 1901 another petition was 

presented to the Minister for Public Instruction. On 5th November, 1901 it was 

recorded in the Kangaroo Valley times that: 

“We are petitioning at present wholly and soley for a new building as we see 

that it would almost be impossible to make a suitable building of the present one, 

and it is now nearly two years since the agitation started. Furthermore, as the school 

has been a permanent one for the past thirteen years, we do not see why we should 

be asked to put up with the present antiquated hut any longer.” 

“The number of children between 6 and 14 years enrolled during the present 

quarter so far is 35. There are six others between one mile and 2½ miles respectively 

who are perhaps crowded out, as they are not attending at all, making 41 in all.” 

Instead of erecting a new school, the Department renovated the existing one. 

The contractor was a Mr. L'Estrange. 

In 1904 it was suggested that the Hillcrest and Kangaroo River schools might 

successfully be combined as a Central School. This was not a new idea. As early as 

December 1901 several residents had petitioned for this. 

However, by 1904, the rivalry between the two schools had intensified. When 

the Department suggested that Hillcrest was probably the best place for a central 

school, the Kangaroo River parents  protested. The District Inspector concluded that 

a Central school would not be feasible at this stage and recommended that both 

Kangaroo River and Hillcrest continue as separate schools for the time being. 

Apart from severe storm damage to the Hillcrest school in 1905, life at 

Hillcrest school was uneventful until 1910 when the Lands Department was 

informed that the Department of Public Instruction had no objection to the 

cancellation of the 20 acres reserved for the purposes of education. 

The site on which the school was built, 2 acres, dedicated on 10th June, 1887 

was retained. 

In March, 1913, disastrous floods swept the Kangaroo Valley and Hillcrest 

School was closed for twelve days. The footbridge across the Kangaroo River was 

swept away and the residents erected a temporary one, a log fitted with a handrail. 

This was replaced by a suspension bridge in May, 1916. In that year a suspension 

bridge was also built across the treacherous Gerringong Creek as the school was 

situated between the two streams, half a mile from their junction. 

Also in that year the question was raised as to whether Hillcrest should 

continue as a full-time school. On 2nd February, 1916 the attendance was only 

thirteen. 



Kangaroo River Public School had closed and it was expected that the 

transferring of the remaining pupils of that school to Hillcrest, would maintain the 

required average attendance for a full time school. (It had been suggested that 

Hillcrest and Budjong schools might be worked as companion half-time schools.) 

Instead, it continued as a provisional school. 

The government architect inspected Hillcrest school in 1918. He wrote: 

“The building is very old and dilapidated and not worth spending much money 

upon. The walls are vertical slabs, the guttering and down pipes are beyond repair … 

the foundations are decayed and unsafe … the building is infested with white ants … 

the floor boards have opened up and the wind blows through the openings … the fire 

place is too large, the flu too low and consequently the room fills with smoke as 

soon as a fire is lit … shingle roof is old and not even water tight …” 

Nothing was done until 6th April, 1921. Mr. Inspector Wright was sent to 

investigate conditions at Hillcrest. 

He wrote: 

“I think this school is likely to exist for some years. The parents are dairy 

farmers and all but two of them are living on their own properties. At present there 

is an enrolment of 22 pupils - of these four are about fourteen years of age and will 

probably leave soon, but there are four young children six years old who will be 

enrolled at the beginning of next year and there are eleven younger children who 

will be available in the next two or three years. 

“The existing building is old and dilapidated, and unsuitable. This has been 

previously reported and the erection of a new school has been on. The matter for 

consideration is whether the new building should be placed on the present, or a more 

suitable site.  

 
Three girls in a buggy 



“The present site is central but it is on the side of a steep hill, and is quite 

useless as a playground”. 

The inspector went on to suggest an alternative site for the school: 

“A portion of Mr. John Graham's land on the same side of the Kangaroo River 

as the site now in use, about ten chains from it and the same distance from the 

suspension footbridge over the river. It is high, probably 200ft. above the river level 

and fairly level having just enough slope for good drainage”. 

The two acres were sold for £15 ($30) per acre. The transaction was completed 

in 1922 and as the old building was unsafe, (Mr. Inspector Blumer said he was 

afraid “to put his hand on any of the slabs which comprise the wall lest they should 

fall out”) it was decided not to waste time in erecting a new building. Instead a new, 

unused building was removed from Jerrunga to the new site ready for the new 

school year, January. 1923. 

In 1929 the original site was disposed of. On 9th November, 1931 the teacher 

retired. As there were only nine pupils attending, and three of these were not likely 

to attend in 1932, it was recommended that the school be closed. 

The Minister for education, Mr. Davies informed the parents: 

“Whilst I regret very much that the education of the children should be 

interrupted, it is not possible, in view of the present local conditions, for the 

Department to appoint a successor to the late teacher. 

“I would suggest that, for those children who have been disadvantaged, the 

parents accept the departmental subsidy to aid attendance at an existing school. 

“If this alternative is not suitable, there is … enrolment in the Departments 

Correspondence School. Should a subsidised school be promoted, the use of the 

departmental building and equipment will be granted free of charge. 

“The correspondence school has proved of very great benefit to country 

children, over five thousands are at present enrolled, and I would recommend it for 

the parents’ earnest consideration.” 

The school reopened in 1941 as Kangaroo River Upper School. 

The School closed on 17 December 1969. 

The above tells of the beginnings of the School. Much, much more could be 

written but space does not permit. 

Thanks are due to the N.S.W. Department of Education and to Mr. John 

Graham for the information supplied to write the history. 

 

--ooOOoo-- 

  



THE TEACHERS 

Teachers in charge Hillcrest School 

 

Miss Kerzia R. Hall 16.4.1888 

Miss Annie Webb 9.7.1889 

Samual Sproull 4.2.1890 

Arthur Cummins 5.7.1894 

William Kingsell 14.1.1903 

Donald McDonald 16.4.1909 

Robert Perry 21.1.1911 

Alfred McCarthy 1.7.1913 

C. E. Johns 24.6.1915 

Miss Edith Poole 24.10.1916 

MissAlice Geoghegan 13.1.1919 

Miss Ann Oxman 3.7.1920 

Miss Florence Bayliss 8.9.1923 

Miss Alice Murray 11.12.1925 

 

-retired 8.11.1931 

School Closed 

 William Hannaford 31.12.1940 

Mrs Marjorie Wiggins 17.9.1942 

James D. Farrell 7.1.1947 

Mrs Margaret Nagle 8.12.1948 

John O’Loughlin 31.1.1950 

Gregory Hotchkis 1.2.1955 

Peter Newman 28.1.1958 

Kevin Street 9.9.1958 

Raymond Kelly 31.1.1961 

Arthur Beckinsale 29.1.1963 

Kevin Roberts 2.2.1965 

William McCullock 4.2.1966 

Graham Ford 30.1.1968 
 

 

T/W 27.1.1970 

  



 

STORIES FROM PUPILS AND TEACHERS 

 

1. Ray Bryan used to ride a horse to school. Every time he was late he would tell 

the teacher that he couldn't wake up his horse. 

2. Our class had trouble learning to spell the word “difficulty”. The teacher, John 

O'Loughlin taught us to spell the word this way.  Mrs “D”, Mrs “I”, Mrs “F F 

I”, Mrs “C”, Mrs “U”, Mrs “ L T Y”. After many, many tries we all learnt that 

word and this still remains in my memory. 

Keith Sharman 

 

A TALE OF THE BRIDGES 

 

After getting the school established, the people realised that a lot of schooling 

was lost because of floods. The people built a log bridge with a hand rail bolted to 

posts. One post still stands today. 

In 1907 the people employed Jack Whitehall to build a suspension bridge. It 

was replaced in 1924 with a bridge built by Edgar Williams and Will Gibson. The 

council took over the control of the bridge. The bridge fell into a very dangerous 

state of repair - even the children went on strike, considering it unsafe to cross. 

This .bridge was replaced by the Sawkins Bridge which was washed away in 

1975. The present bridge was built in 1978 with a tourist grant. Being well out of 

flood reach, this bridge will stand for many years. 

John Graham 

  

 
Kangaroo Valley School 1959 



 

  

 
Upper Kangaroo River pupils on  
suspension bridge 

 
John’s first school 



MEMORIES OF A ONE-TEACHER BUSH SCHOOL 

 

How different it was after attending Nowra Primary for four years. 

Travel was by bicycle or walking and I can recall slipping on the frosty 

suspension bridge, finally arriving with hands too cold to hold a pencil and write 

correctly. 

Dorothy Arnold (nee Turner) 

1949-1952 

With fond regard I recall my first year of school when I attended Upper River 

Road Primary School as a kindergarten student. Here are two extracts drawn from 

my memory of those days. 

The Swimming Lesson 

In the middle of summer it was decided that us kids were to undertake 

swimming lessons. On the day in question we had normal class lessons in the 

morning until the temperature had increased sufficiently to warrant us to go 

swimming. With great excitement and anticipation, we all bundled off down the 

track and across the swinging bridge to a good swimming spot. I was pleased with 

the way things were going until MR FORD (our teacher) instructed us in a safety 

procedure called a HUMAN CHAIN. Everybody entered the water linking arms, 

starting from the biggest and ending with the smallest in the deepest part of the river.  

This obvious honour was given to me. It wasn’t that I didn't trust my fellow 

 
The class of ’41. On the garden fence: 
Ken Parrish, Allen Nelson, Doug Love, Ross Keevers, Max Love, Joyce Keevers 
Standing: 
Lorna Sharman, Norma Turner, Una Love, Nancy Love, Bethel Parrish 
Photo taken by Teacher Miss M. Wiggins 



schoolmates to hold on. I just couldn't see the merits of being in water over my head. 

I promptly refused and needless to say I became an interested spectator and not a 

participator of the “human chain”. 

Gordon Arnold, 1969 

(Only year he was there) 

Man On The Moon 

On July 20th, 1969 man first stepped on the moon. On this day it was arranged 

for us students to go on an excursion to view the lunar landing at Eileen Parrish's 

house on her B&W T.V. 

We all trooped off to her house which is quite a distance from the school. It 

amuses me to recall the care that was taken in crossing the road for fear of traffic, 

when it would have been a novelty to see a vehicle at that time of the day. 

On arriving we all took up vantage points in the lounge room and the show 

commenced. For me it was exciting to watch T.V. as I had never viewed one before, 

but the excitement soon wore off as the documentary continued on in a boring 

manner and to complicate matters more. I found myself in urgent need to relieve 

myself and being very shy I was scared to ask to use the bathroom. 

I think, for me, the best part of the lunar landing was the walk back to school 

and the inevitable relief. 

Gordon Arnold 1969 

 

  

 
The athletic team of 1952 



 

 

 

 

 

 

A young teacher arrived at school one morning feeling very much out of sorts. 

His Irish temper was more than usually high. 

When lessons began that day the pupils were warned that it would be in their 

interests to get on with their work and, above all, to work in complete silence. The 

odd raised hand only brought testy responses from the teacher. 

Between recess and lunch one tentative hand went up. 

“What do you want?” barked the teacher. 

“Please sir,” a timid voice said, you’ve got spots all over your face. 

Going down with measles when you’re twenty one years of age is no fun. 

 

--ooOOoo-- 

  

 
 
The class of ‘59 



The first time the Upper River School entered the Shoalhaven District Sports 

Carnival at Nowra was quite an event. Everyone turned out in new uniforms and 

looked great. 

Teachers from the competing schools acted as officials. Surprisingly, some of 

these officials were inclined to wager on the results of the races. 

When the 8 year old boys’ sprint was getting ready to start, the Upper River 

teacher accepted quite a few wagers on the race. 

Said one official. “The Nowra boy will win this for sure. That feller from 

Upper River is far too big to run fast.” 

The race was run and the Upper River teacher collected all round. 

That was the beginning of much more. (Thanks Col.) 

 

A Past Teacher 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
School pupils attending an opening of the Community Hall 



  

 
A happy summers day at school. Photo taken in the sixties. 

 
Closing of Kangaroo River Upper School 
Teacher Mr. Graeme Ford 
Pupils from left: Barbara Arnold, Ken Doidge, Carol Arnold, Darrell Arnold, Stuart Graham, 
Raymond Graham, Elizabeth Doidge, David Arnold and Gordon Arnold 
P & C association – Mr. John Graham 
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